welcome@thegambassiexperience.com

OUR PARTNERS: AGRITOURISMS, VILLAS,
RESTAURANTS, PRODUCERS, FARMS
#TO SLEEP #TO EAT #SHOPPING
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Agritourism Pietralta
The newspaper Corriere della Sera, 1978.
Classiﬁed ad: “Farmhouse for sale in Tuscany”, followed by a phone number.
That’s all it took to convince Franca Lattuada and her husband to leave Milan for
an idea of life that needed land to grow.
This is how these two forestieri (strangers) got to Gambassi Terme; or rather, to
a hill surrounded by forest several kilometres from town, near the Benedictine
Convent of San Vettore, where Saint Fina from San Gimignano lived, along the
historical Via Salaiola that connected Volterra to Florence.
They discovered all this over time, but back then, it was a ruin in the middle of
the forest. Some people even came just to see these two lunatics, who had
travelled from afar to rebuild a farmhouse from the 1200s.
Two young, promising pioneers, who did without electricity and heat for four
years and kept busy saving old vineyards. Today, we can say that their
adventure has paid oﬀ: the farmhouse has come back to life, the wine cellar
works at full speed and Stefan, Franca’s son, has inherited their passion for the
countryside, and has stayed to cultivate the vineyards and produce good wine.
We do have to say that their footprints are light: all of the products grown on
their 37 hectares are organic, and they produce clean energy as well. This
attention can be felt in the balance between architecture and landscape,
between the time dedicated to work and to nature, and in Franca’s passion for
contemporary art, which here translates the energetic force of the Earth into
colours and shapes.

info@pietralta.it

+3905711614755

Via Camporbiano, 45 - 50050
Gambassi Terme (FI)

http://www.pietralta.it/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Going up to Pietralta is an experience of disconnection with space and time. It’s
a cradle where you can recharge, be discreetly pampered, feel like you are
with friends…
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Agriturismo Girasole
Renovated farmhouse among softly undulating hiss and vineyards in the middle
of Tuscany, dipped in the typical country quiet, far form the principal roads but
really easy to rech.

-

The homely management is proud to sell the typical local products of the farm:
olive-oil, wine, honey, Vin Santo. During the summer time you can also taste the
typical Tuscan cuisine, made by the owner, and you can pick all the fruits and
the vegetables of the season.

-

In the farmhouse you can choose among six apartments: every one has his own
little square with table and chairs.
-

-

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Agriturismo Poggio ai Grilli
In the heart of Valdelsa, in Tuscany, placed in the middle of three art cities of
world fame such as Florence, Pisa and Siena, in a territory rich of scenery and
culture you will ﬁnd Agriturismo Poggio ai Grilli.
Following the road that conﬁnes ﬁelds and hills you will ﬁnd places with historic
and artistic interests, villages and landscapes immersed in the typical lands of
Tuscany like San Gimignano, Certaldo, San Vivaldo and Colle Valdelsa, areas of
remarkable natural importance, where you can feel the farmers culture that has
remained in the centuries, which means even the production of wine, olive oil
and genuine tastes.

info@poggioaigrilli.it

0571 631767

Via Vecchiarelle, 166 Loc. Varna
50050 Gambassi Terme

http://www.poggioaigrilli.it/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Azienda Agricola Corbucci
The property extends over approximately 25 hectares of vineyards and olive oil
groves set on well-drained and sunbathed soils. Top positioning, careful pruning
and viniﬁcation including the use of oak barrels are just some of secrets that
make Corbucci wine great. At our farm you can make free tastings of all our
products. We are open every day.

info@corbuccichianti.com

3396125300

Via S. Andrea a Gavignalla 25/A
50050 Gambassi Terme (FI)

http://www.corbuccichianti.com/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Casa vacanze Benestare
Two stone country houses situated in a large garden with cypresses, olive and
pine trees immersed in the Benestare Park, over rolling hills on the edge of
woods and vineyards in the heart of Tuscany, ideal landscapes for a relaxing
holiday in the “feel good” way. Near the villages of Montaione and Gambassi
Terme and close to both the known medieval destinations of San Gimignano and
Certaldo or Etruscan one as Volterra and a few kilometers from the historic cities
of art as Pisa, Siena and Florence.

info@casavacanzebenestare.it

+39 338 1170144 - +39 333
4730806

Località Spillocchi n° 80 – Gambassi
Terme

https://www.casavacanzebenestare.
com/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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IL Gatto e la Volpe
Just steps away from Gambassi’s town park, at the foot of Membrino’s tower and
near Piazza Roma, Il Gatto e la Volpe is a hotel that recalls the old-fashioned,
small country boarding houses that were shelter for passers-by and committed
travellers. Contemporary adventurers are welcomed by Federica, who will make
you feel right at home with her guaranteed cordiality and congeniality. On the
ground ﬂoor there’s a rough and ready restaurant, and upstairs simple, clean
rooms suitable for the numerous pilgrims who come through, as well as those
who come for work, to visit the thermal baths, with families or in groups looking
for accommodation at moderate prices.
Its central position – steps away from Gambassi’s thermal baths – make it a
strategic stop, but the sincere friendliness of Federica and her husband is the
fundamental ingredient for a pleasant stay. For those searching for an
inexpensive room, without forgoing the feeling of being at home, Il Gatto e la
Volpe is the answer.

-

-

-

-

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Pinchiorba
The Enoteca Pinchiorri is many kilometres away, but the Pinchiorba trattoria still
stole its name, with that typical wry Tuscan spirit. And it did it with a play on
words, crossing it with chiorba, a dialect term that means “hardheaded” in this
area. So now we have Pin-chior-ba, a country trattoria, a name that’s an entire
agenda: relaxed atmosphere, few frills, little etiquette, and traditional cooking
that has been revisited with ﬂair by a young chef with a determined attitude and
cutting quips. Her name is Irene; she’s 38 years old, started out waiting tables,
and has spent the past ten years managing this spot, a typical trattoria, one of
those little places you would recommend to a friend…do you know someplace to
go eat in Gambassi? Of course, Pinchiorba!
Irene selects local, in-season products, and collaborates with farms such as
Azienda Agricola Le Caprine – you have to try their spectacular goat cheeses –
and Azienda Agricola San Cristoforo, where she gets her pasta made with
ancient grains. She also proposes local cured meats, fruit preserves and locally
made beers. She sometimes surprises guests with ﬁsh, which makes it up to
these hills when Irene gets tired of the same recipes and needs something new.
Her list of special dishes will make your mouth water: ravioli with goat cheese
ricotta and saﬀron, gnudi, tongue carpaccio, braised cheek, fried anchovies and
sirloin.
Don’t be in a rush: Irene manages the entire kitchen by herself, so you might
have to wait a few minutes longer sometimes, but every dish is truly worth the
wait.

info@albergoosteriadapinchiorba.co
m

+39 0571639120

Via del Teatro, 23, 50050 Gambassi
Terme (FI)

http://www.albergoosteriadapinchior
ba.com/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Pompone e Pola
It is rare to ﬁnd corners of tranquillity and authentic rural life. Pompone and Pola
is one of them. It has been for decades, for generations, since 1943, when Nello
Cioni decided to buy 46 hectares of land, freeing the houses, olive groves and
vineyards from the bramble: for him, the son of farmers sent oﬀ to work in
oﬃces, this was his return to the land.
A few years passed, but in the 1950s, Nello had his ﬁrst guests, setting a
remarkable record: the ﬁrst agritourism license in Gambassi. Back then, people
escaped from the land, but he decided to put down roots and develop the
traditional art of Tuscan hospitality. Since then, the farm has stayed in the
family, and today his granddaughter, Elisabetta, has stepped up to the
challenge. Thirty years old, she has grown up to become so familiar with this
rural culture that, along with managing the harvests, she helps to preserve the
tradition of singing in ottava rima, the language used in the countryside for
singing and joking, for discussing politics, the world and life.
The atmosphere is still the same: lunches in the farmyard; big, old-fashioned
ﬁreplaces; grandma’s furniture; the cool breeze inside when the cicadas are
buzzing in the summer heat; hammocks and starry nights. Pompone and Pola
isn’t simply a place, it’s an experience out of time, where you can get back to
your own rhythm. Don’t expect wi-ﬁ, there is absolutely no pool, nothing to add.
As Elisabetta says, “it has stayed a place where you disengage and get back in
touch with the land”. Some would say it’s basic, while others choose it for this
very reason, because the essential is invisible to the eye.

info@pompone.net

+393297419113

Loc. Pompone, 50050 Gambassi
Terme FI

http://www.pompone.net/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Pontormo Caﬀè
In the summer, the pilgrims travelling from San Miniato stop at Bar Pontormo,
the ﬁrst you ﬁnd in town if you come from the north. You often see them through
the window: maybe they’re exchanging information from traveller to traveller,
maybe they can’t wait to rest, maybe they’re drawn by the smell of Gerardo’s
pizza. For a few years they’ve been keeping the locals company, meeting the
regular clients who pass by for a coﬀee, breakfast or a snack, when the children
go crazy for the famous donzelle, one of the most delicious kinds of Tuscan
street food (a simple yeast-raised dough, similar to bread, cut into strips and
fried in boiling oil, eaten warm).
Gerardo and Rosita are an institution in Gambassi, but to tell you the truth, they
came here by chance – because of the tsunami of globalisation, they’ll explain,
half serious and half joking. They passed half their lives working in the textile
industry in Prato, and in 2006 changed everything and opened Bar Pontormo. On
July 1st of that year, Gerardo learned the art of making pizza from Giuseppe Il
Calabrese, a veteran pizza maker. He still follows his recipe, but after years of
ﬁghting with the dough, Gerardo doesn’t know if he is the one that obeys it or
vice-versa. His pizza is deﬁnitely slow: slow to rise, prepare and cook, because as
Confucius says, it’s hard to make bad pizza, but it’s even harder to make it good!
(Well, we’re not sure if Confucius ever ate pizza, but we like to think that, if he
had, he would have considered it equal to all those other manifestations of the
sacred he recognised in everyday life).
So, he uses organic durum wheat ﬂour, lets the dough rise for at least 24 hours,
and uses fresh products. It’s not quantum physics, but anyone who has tried to
make pizza knows how delicate a balance you need to make a light, crisp dough.
Gerardo knows what he’s doing, which is clear as soon as he cuts the ﬁrst piece.

-

+39 0571638130 - +39
0571638130

Via Volterrana, 34 - 50050
Gambassi Terme (FI)

-

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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To conﬁrm his theory, he quotes Colette Tatou from Ratatouille: How can you
recognise good pizza without tasting it? Not by smelling it, not by looking at it,
but by listening to the sound of its crust.
Stop in for a pizza at Bar Pontormo, but don’t be in a rush: the tempo of
Gerardo’s pizza is slow, and it’s worth it.
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Renai & Monte
The Agritourism Renai & Monte opened its doors in 1992, but the history of the
farm goes back almost a century, hand in hand with that of four generations of
Baragli, the family that has always cultivated olive trees and vineyards just
outside Gambassi Terme. Wholehearted farmers who still live according to the
rural rituals of sharing and mutual assistance. For example, olive tree pruning is
still done with help from neighbours, and all energies are pooled, because
beyond all contemporary myths, farming is still very hard work.
A farmer: thick shoes and a thin brain, says an Italian proverb; but the Baraglis
deserve credit not only for having cultivated the land, but also for the forwardlooking idea of opening their home and becoming hosts. Now, Ritano Baragli’s
idea is realised every day by Ilaria, his youngest daughter, who for a few years
has been taking care of the house and its guests with the enthusiasm typical of
young people beginning a new adventure. Ilaria is not only a thoughtful host,
she’s also the friend from here that everyone wants to know: she gives advice,
makes plans and does backﬂips for all her guests. She is helped by her mother
Loriana, the classic mamma who teaches you how to make pasta and prepares
cakes for breakfast. In addition to her numerous duties in the ﬁelds, you may
ﬁnd her in the garden taking care of her ﬂowers…
At Renai & Monte the atmosphere is relaxed; the property’s two houses are deep
in the family’s estate, in an island of peace suited for families, where you can
regain time, live lazily, spoil yourselves, enjoy your children, let them play
outside, rediscover the beauty of doing nothing or resting before discovering
what the area can give: culture, nature, good food and good wine.

info@renaiemonte.com

+39 328 7874250

Via Varna 38/a - 50050 Gambassi
Terme (FI)

http://www.renaiemonte.com/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Salvi Apiculture
Apiculture Salvi produces and sells all the hive products such as honey,
honeydew, pollen, propolis and beeswax.
Here you will ﬁnd exclusively organic products

salvithomas@apicolturasalvi.it

+39 3476344507

Via XXV aprile 31 – 50050 Gambassi
Terme (FI)

-

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Tavern Sant'Ilario
The Trattoria Toscana Sant’Ilario is a house.A house that welcomes within its
walls a corner of Tuscany much larger than it could physically contain.When I go
to see a friend I go “to Andrea, Franca, Giulio” meaning with those two
words being welcomed into their home, visiting their world of people, things and
passions.And so with the same simplicity, we go to Sant’Ilario.The menus include
fresh seasonal products, with an emphasis on regional specialties of Tuscany.
Thanks to its versatility the restaurant is able to accommodate any type
of customer and event, and the structure is divided between the internal rooms,
where we tried to bring back the ﬂavors of our origins and the beauty of Tuscan
simplicity, and a external outdoor environment.Natural.Always attentive to detail
and to the exaltation of the culinary detail, the chef creates all the dishes based
on strictly Tuscan recipes with the soul of those who have made their vocation.
“Here there is no place for those who do not like to eat, for those who do not
believe that the kitchen is a real art, worthy of the most deserving praise,,
Ours is a cuisine based only on express dishes, dishes prepared on the spot
rigorously created on the basis of ancient recipes of typical Tuscan cuisine.The
guys that you ﬁnd to serve and in the kitchen share with us the desire to create
a welcoming family, each of them puts their own here, to take care of every
thing that makes the restaurant something new, and take care of you every day
making sure that our table is a unique experience. Sant’Ilario has a curious and
ancient history, one of those stories that make you relive inside and that is also
the protagonist of this adventure.Because the language we have chosen to
speak is that of the countryside that surrounds us and that we know since we are
children.

ristorante@tenutasantilario.it

0571 698195 - 339 2726808

Loc. Drove 2/G, 53036 Poggibonsi
(SI)

http://trattoriasantilario.it/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Tenuta Sant'Ilario
The estate, covering 62 hectares, is characterized by vineyards, olive groves,
arable land and ancient woods and by the presence of three villages: Cabbialla,
Cabbiallina and Casetta, connected by a series of streets and paths.The
apartments, furnished in a reﬁned and elegant way, equipped with all comforts,
have been made with particular attention to Tuscan architecture: stone walls,
wooden beams and terracotta and wood ﬂoors.The farmhouse estate, on the hills
of the Florentine Chianti, has large ﬂower gardens, swimming pools, where you
can carve out moments of tranquility for a complete relaxing stay. Rooms,
exclusive villas and apartments complete the Tenuta Sant’Ilario farmhouse.
Imagine the original spaces and ﬁnely crafted details without giving up the
comforts of a unique luxury property in the world. We have named every
environment inspired by the traditions linked to the history of Sant’Ilario, for a
particular experience immersed in the taste and the Tuscan feeling of the
environments.All our passionate staﬀ is always available to fulﬁll all your wishes
respecting the peace and tranquility of the place, to make the stay at Tenuta
Sant’Ilario a magical experience that remains in the heart for a long time.

booking@tenutasantilario.it

0571-698195, 339-2726808

Strada Provinciale 4 Volterrana,
127, 50050 Gambassi Terme FI

https://www.tenutasantilario.it/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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The Quadrifoglio Estate
The Era Valley reaches as far as the eye can see, toward Volterra and beyond.
One’s gaze is lost in a majestic, vast landscape that never repeats itself: the
shadow of a new winter caresses it on windy days, the intense green of spring
turns into the lunar scenes of summer, the soft hills found in the Chianti area
spread out, dotted here and there by small wooded peaks.
This is the breathtaking panorama you can admire from the Quadrifoglio, an
estate that, beyond its tall gate, opens up to a paradise where every centimeter
has been cared for.
You’ll be surprised by the luxuriant gardens and the grassy green lawns that
seem like carpets to walk barefoot on.
You will ﬁnd no ﬂaws, for there are none: Cinzia Sani, the soul of this place
– an impeccable guide – will not allow them. This Estate was her father’s dream,
and Cinzia has made it bloom and grow in a small hamlet where guests enjoy
spacious, exquisite rooms, privacy and apartments. You will understand
Cinzia’s taste from the details, and meet Tuscan tradition in both the old
farmhouses and the new buildings that look out over the pool.
Not by chance, every year dozens of couples decide to hold weddings here and
share festive events with family and friends. Perfect organisation, attention and
experience are what transform every wedding into an event. And then, whatever
kind of guest you are, there’s a world to discover in the surrounding area: San
Gimignano is just 10 km away, Volterra is only 30 minutes away, Castelfalﬁ
with its magniﬁcent golf course is within a stone’s throw. Certaldo, with its
summer street art festival, is about 15 kilometres away, while the Theatre of
Silence, the amphitheatre created by Andrea Bocelli in the hills of his home, is

info@tenutaquadrifoglio.it

+390571678008

Via Camporbiano, 20 Loc. Castagno
50050 Gambassi Terme

http://www.tenutaquadrifoglio.it/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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only half an hour by car.
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Villa La Fonte
If you look at the blurry photos from the 1980s, you can hardly recognise it, but
Villa La Fonte was born from here, from a dream or a vision: to transform an old
Tuscan farmhouse into an exclusive, charming home. Renovated by the
Barsottini family, who have been builders for generations, Patrizia has become
its protective deity, with the same passion for details and attention to the genius
loci of this private corner of Tuscany.
Entering Villa La Fonte is a fascinating journey through the history of the objects
that bring it to life; it’s the warmth and magic of detail, attentive reception,
relaxing elegance. Patrizia remembers every antique market where she found
this table or that china cabinet, this mirror or that collection of porcelain soup
tureens that still represent big family lunches. Villa La Fonte is home, even when
you are far from yours; it’s a secluded dream, where you can enjoy a vacation
with family or friends.
The surrounding park guarantees the utmost privacy, even though in two
minutes you can reach the Strada Volterrana, where the Via Francigena passes
by; in just over ﬁve minutes you’re already in town, where you can go shopping,
have a glass of wine in the square and take a cool evening stroll.
One comment from the guest book says, “We have come to ‘our’ beautiful house
for a vacation for the third time”. That’s just how it is: you will immediately
imagine it’s yours, even if you only stay a few days. We asked Patrizia if she was
just a little jealous of her baby – maybe she is, but she hides it very well! You will
feel at home here!

info@villalafonte.eu

331 7925912 - 335 8253440

Via La Fonte, 42 – Loc. Pillo 50050,
Gambassi Terme (FI)

http://www.villalafonte.eu/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Villa La Sciolta
The Villa was erected in 1932 by Irma Kemmerle, a Swiss lady who immediately
fell in love with the place and chose it as her permanent residence, building a
home where visitors have always been welcome.
The beautiful, unique structure has hosted many famous people, being both a
luxurious residence and an intimate, private retreat. During World War II, the
famous Jewish family of Finzi Contini found refuge in the Villa; the local elderly
people still remember them.
In 1954, the current owners bought Villa La Sciolta so they could enjoy both the
wild and romantic nature of the area and the closeness to the most beautiful
cities of Tuscany.
The villa has been restored and equipped with modern and comfortable facilities:
heating, air conditioning, indoor and outdoor WiFi. The sober elegance of the
house – a haven where to relax, and plan many pleasant activities – welcomes
guests as family friends.

info@villalasciolta.it

+39 335 7753683

SP4 Volterrana - La Sciolta 26 50050
Gambassi Terme Firenze - Italy

http://www.villalasciolta.it/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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Villa Pillo
Villa Pillo, historical winery, with a cellar built in 1.700, extends over 400 hectars,
between Gambassi Terme and Castelﬁorentino, on a landscape of hills between
vineyards and olive groves. Famous all over the world for is wine that over the
years got high scores by the main wine magazines and, thanks to the most
recent management of John and Kathe Dyson, have received numerous awards
from the sector press.
The American spouses, who have committed themselves to restoring the estate
and renewing wine production, combining traditional techniques with the modern
Californian methodologies. Of the approximately 50 hectares of vineyards, to
date there are already 40 totally replanted, based on the development of the
typical Sangiovese culture and the introduction of known French varieties such
as Syrah, Merlot and Cabernet Franc.

info@villapillo.com

0571680212

Via Volterrana 24, Gambassi Terme

http://www.villapillo.com/

READ MORE ON
THEGAMBASSIEXPERIENCE.COM
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